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Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors and Family.

The situation with relating to Satan is that most people, especially as this relates to a past life, or inner brainwashing, may actually dedicate or come close to Satan 'on paper', but the real dedication to Satan is proved by the allowance of internal change and developing spiritually, working one's self to a sensible pace, to that end. Doing the Dedication Ritual is your registration to the school, after this, you have to study to pass classes, all the way to the top.

A mere dictionary meaning of the word "Dedicate" means this: "to give a lot of your time and effort to a particular activity or purpose because you think it is important" [Oxford]. Dedication in other words means, to apply one's self onto something, because one considers it to be important. In this case, one Dedicates themselves to Satan and the Gods, as they consider the values, benefits, power, Truth and so forth therein, and understands on some level this is important.

One understands that they have a soul, and that this soul is important, and that they need to advance it, so to say, to make it better etc. The goal of Satanism is to set a goal such as the Godhead, and to walk towards it, all while making the Gods one's friends, and while developing, rectifying, and bettering the self. Needless to say, the actual level of Dedication, ranges. That is understandable as we are all different, we are human, we have our lives, and so forth. Everyone also has a different life and different responsibilities, or even aims - that is all great and understandable.

There is however a level from which below something stops tie into the meaning of the above word. When one does hardly anything, or just is sloppy, careless, or even leaves.

The above should answer sufficiently in why some people are like "I dedicated 10 years later and then I went to "I don't give a fuck at all mode" cause I crapped my pants for 9 years, has Satan left me?". The question should be in reverse, where was your "Dedication" during all this time? Clearly, nowhere. "I registered to this school 10 years earlier, but then I left, will I be given a degree now, does my registration matter?". You are registered, yes, and this doesn't change.
Work needs to be done, ie, spiritual work. And work through the Satanic end, which is a focused type of spiritual work.

Every faction of so called 'spiritualists' has its own version of 'advancing spiritually'. Spiritual advancement is not solely focused on "increasing power", but also, on deprogramming. What leads to failure in many ways is a lack of focus in deprogramming one's self. After staying on the spiritual path for a prolonged period of time, after which, it becomes habitual, and as one doesn't want to stop going to the gym when they feel so great and have solid foundations, they never want to quit. The danger of quitting is mostly early, when one cannot clearly observe the gains, and this is why one has to be steadfast in the beginning.

Arguably, advancing the mind in power, also means, deprogramming from the mind games of the enemy, so in that outlook, yes, that is also a form of power. And a very important one. So deprogramming should be done early. A good deprogramming for example, is to study the websites in depth, to allow the new information to get in the mind, which one puts there willingly, or reading in depth to understand that xianity is a hoax. The knowledge exists. What one needs to do, is fight the programming out of themselves, as one fights a cold or a flu.

New Agers and many others in occult societies, do assume that by simply doing 'spiritual exercises' [mostly hebrew things, useless], that they are gaining some form of power, but this form of power that they gain [if any whatsoever, which most of the cases they get none] they are under the control of beings devoted in keeping them from being anything but slaves to the jewish agenda. ie, no "power" is really gained.

Some forms of botched meditation are practiced even by the enemy, in their own form. The enemy has their own version of yoga, and even serpent, and serpent meditation. The people who pretend they only worship 'money' are just naive. The jews stay focused on spiritual and mental subjects [the high adepts] for hours on end, daily. Even xians of the top order such as the Gnostic types, do 'meditate' and delve into the jewish crap on end for many hours a day. They get a great shower of their own disgusting filth that they generate and keep alive.

Ultimately, these types get nowhere, but a form of their kosher power can be developed. Due to this, they also stay to keep doing what they are doing.
Our goals are clearly infinitely different than theirs, greater, more pure, more serious. We're beyond. But the enemy is also to an extent "Dedicated" to what they are doing. They are devoted to keep the ruin of everything going. We must also be dedicated and steadfast to the opposing end, if we are to free ourselves and our world from the enemy.

Even the enemy has their own spiritual system, which many falsely downplay as 'materialistic' and contrast it to the 'world of spirit', which is the mentality of Christianity. Xianity pretends a false spiritual domain, and then points the finger at what it itself created - an imbalanced material domain full of chaos, created by a lack of spirituality. The imbalances between these two keep each other going, that is how the lie is kept alive and going. The mistakes in one domain reinforce the mistakes in the other.

Christians came up with the lie that the jews are 'materialistic' in order for them to pretend that they are 'spiritual', instead, in a form of contraction. Christians are far more materialistic than jews are. Jews love the shekel and if you want to fit a thousand of them in a bus, you just have to throw a shekel in, that is correct, yet, you have to do this when these things aren't actively reading their cultural neolithic ass-wipe, named "Torah".

A bad relationship with the material world, a problematic psychology of the jews, was transferred over to the Gentiles the moment the jewish programs were enforced. As such we have false and vain spirituality, and at the same time, physical imbalances. Few if any people are balanced between the two, or at all. Most people obviously are on the far end, shackled in boundless materialism.

Jews invented the lie that the material world is evil and disgusting, and filthy. After all, the jews, as a species, only knew how to wander in the desert and steal the copious efforts of other people, they have no relation to developing anything material, other than writing curse scrolls and refraining from taking a shower in 40 or more days, so they can smell from a mile away. This they consider some form of pious power.

This idea resonated with other idiots on the parallel level of jews. Where it did not resonate, the jews put their slaves to use the sword and impose these ideas. Naturally, all notions of balance between the worlds were permanently lost. What is a "Spiritual Heaven"? A strange place where one worships a jew. And what became of the material world? A strange place where one must slave for them in order to win a pass to worship them again in the next lifetime.
This insanity had catastrophic consequences, to the point people ended up abhorring "Spirituality", since "Spirituality" became essentially only Jewish psychopathy. The physical became an escape from the worthless projection of a Jewish "supernal" world. Many people that you see and they hate any word about "God" or "Spiritual" or "Magic" and so forth, are preconditioned that this is all the Jewish paradigm, and rightfully, they detest it.

But it has nothing to do with any of that. Our job is therefore to also re-educate to that end, and show the Truth, which will cleanse the endless showering of enemy lies. The Pagan conception before all this corruption of the material world, is essentially a simple representation of the spiritual. There is no war between the two, but the meme was too powerful, especially amongst the repressed, the unsuccessful, and the stupid. Still this category of fools exists to this day - notice how all the New Agers, and Hebrew magicians, and other retards, try to constantly reconcile these disgusting ideas, and do promote them, to the benefit of nobody, let alone humanity.

It is quintessential for a mind to escape these strange modes of brainwashing and thinking, and this is done progressively by meditation, studying to open the mind, and moving away from these corrupted forms of thinking. We managed to escape Christianity in the Middle Ages, but as for its mental leftovers, we are only in the beginning steps.

The irony of the situation is that when something like this is taking place, one may be evolving since they are meditating, but essentially, the mind is not getting more free, or more original. One is increasing power but is revolving back into mindsets that are essentially toxic to the person, and then, one also fortifies these with meditation, creating their own perception faulty perception of things. This then is exported as a general wrong relation with reality itself, and the power developed from meditation traps these people in these beliefs.

Imagine if you have a vessel and you 'supposedly' dedicate it to Satan, but it has dirty water from the Jews in it. Increasing the water in said vessel is only increasing and spreading the Jewish taints within the vessel. For this reason, if one says they respect their decision and they have honesty in their mind, they need to clean this vessel. Cleaning this means to advance one's self. This is what will make someone more of a Satanist.

This is evident in many people, who do always try to blend things out with enemy dogma or things that stem from it. I've seen attempts by some Satanists here to
reconcile ideas which are disgusting and alien to one another, even enemy dogma into our own. This creates a permanent block in the mind, which disallows one from advancing in Satanism, or in Satan's trust. Satan and the Gods can see it clearly but people tend to try to fool themselves for the wrong reasons.

Another deception that has been going around is that being "Anti-Jewish" essentially makes you a "Satanist" by some sort of default. But Satanism is a path on its own. We existed before the enemy, we'll exist as a path after them. The enemy in all is a great problem like a health problem on the body of mankind. The fact that due to temporary reasons we are fighting the enemy for what is a world struggle, doesn't create a dualism out of the fact.

During this particular time, one's dedication has to outdo the "dedication" of the enemy, because they are an opposing force to us. This is why we do warfare and other things.

The person who seeks to really get close to Satan, should move away from what they have been drummed into prior to Satanism. This is definitely hard because we take ourselves with us and our experiences, but that is like the high goal one would have to follow, to have an open mind so that new and better self knowledge and power can flow in.

Making this even simpler, if one had an illness and then they received surgery and they healed, it is wrong to still behave after one is healed, as a sick person. But unless someone fixes the mental issue, one will still, in their mind, be trapped.

Everyone has to take seriously the fact that they are Satanists, as it's a very important Soul level situation. From there on, the work of someone is to advance and integrate this better into themselves, the will of the Soul into the more linear aspects of one's self, such as the mind, even the body [to develop it] and empower the Soul itself to get better in touch with Satan's values that are requested, Wisdom, Understanding, Truth and so forth.

The above touches on the mystery of how a Satanic Soul was always Satanic, but it has to regain its Satanism again. One has to learn to become what they already are...
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